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ABSTRACT
�

A new wavelet video compression scheme using adaptive
f

�
ractal codi ng i s pr esented i n t his paper .  Through

pyr� amidal w avelet t ransform, each vi deo f rame i s
decomposed into multiresolution subbands and then
�

or� ganized into a set of wavelet subtrees to represent motion
a� ctivities.  After mu ltiresolution mo tion d etection, th ese
w� avelet subtrees are classified into motion and non-motion
s	 ubtress.  The codi ng of  non-mot ion s ubtrees i s
s	 traightforward and s imple, while t he motion subtress are
adapt� ively separated and then encoded us ing var iable tree
s	 ize fractal coding.  Experimental r esults s how t hat t he
pr� oposed scheme provides a superior performance in terms
of PSNR as well as the subjective quality at low bit-rates.�

I.  INTRODUCTION

Recently, the wavelet and fractal coding has aroused a lot of
attentio
 n in both still image coding and video compression,
an
 d hence become two important branches of image/video
co� ding methods.  T he wavelet representation p rovides a
m� ultiresolution and  m ulti- frequency exp ression of
no nstationary image signals with localization in b oth time
an
 d frequency domain.  S uch property i s desirable f or
im
�

age and video coding because multiresolution subbands
becom
�

e relativ ely m ore stationary an d can  be coded
separately�  according to local statistical properties [1].  In
c� ommonly used wavelet transform video coding scheme [2],
the m
�

ultiresolution f requency subbands are also processed
ind
�

ependently so that a high compression ratio is relatively
difficult to obtain.
�

Fractal 
�

coding is an alternative new tool to com press the
image and video signals.  The first automatic blockwise
fractal image compression algorithm was presented by
J
�
acquin [3] an d has been ex tensively studied due to its

pot� ential high com pression rat io an d f ast decodi ng
p� erformance[4, 5].  All these existing schemes utilize affine
tran
�

sformation which maps one part of an image to another
p� art of the same im age in spatial domain.  However, the
s� patial domain based fractal coding scheme suffers f rom
an
 noying blocking effects especially at low bit-rates which
hinders its practical applications.

No
�

netheless, how to combine wavelet with fractal coding in
o� ne compression scheme is still a new  research topic till

now.  T he initial w ork o f generalizing the fractal coding
f

�
rom spatial domain to the wavelet domain was done by G.

D
�

avis [ 6] and H . K rupnik et. al. [7] independently.  By
con� structing wavelet subtree composed of the coefficients at
d

�
ifferent resolution and o rientation but w ith same spatial

location, Davis demonstrated that conventional fractal block
codec is a f� orm of  Haar w avelet su btree quantization
s� cheme.  If  smooth wavelet basis is employed, the blocking
artif
 acts are dramatically reduced.  In addition, this new
approach
  of  w avelet f ramework leads to develop an
unco� nditionally convergent fractal block coder with a f ast
decoding algorithm.

�

In this paper, a new variable wavelet subtree size based
f

�
ractal coding is d eveloped in sectio n II f or still im age

com� pression w hich can obtain a good trade-off between
image quality and compression ratio, and then this method
is

�
 extended in section III to encode video signals which

ex� ploits the temporal redundancy among adjacent frames
and has achieved good simulation results.


II. VARIABLE WAVELET SUBTREE SIZE
�

BASED FRACTAL CODING

S
�

uppose an image is transformed to the wavelet domain by
a 4
  stage pyramidal decomposition as shown in Fig. 1, the
th

�
ree coefficients f rom each of  the three high frequency

su� bband at the coarsest scale, which have the same spatial
location, together with their children and grandchildren,
2

�
×2, 4

�
×4 an

�
d 8×8 coef

 
ficients at successive finer scales, are

highly correlated and can be formed to a hierarchical data
stru� cture  wavelet subtree.  The three coefficients at the
h

!
ighest tree layer are called root nodes, and the coefficients

at th
 e lowest tree layer are called leaf nodes.  The two"

dif
�

ferent size wavelet subtrees with root at scale level 4 and
3 depi

#
cted in Fig. 1 are called domain and range subtree,

resp$ ectively.  It is o bserved that such w avelet subtree
p� ossesses a structure of self-similarity which can predict the
coef� ficients of a range subtree from th ose of a dom ain
su� btree [6, 7].  Thus, the main idea of wavelet-based fractal
codi� ng i s t o approximate the range subtree by t he best-
matched domain subtree through proper affine
t

�
ransformation.  In general, the proposed new hybrid coding

scheme can be summarized as follows.�

To give the initial condition for multiresolution wavelet
su� btree based prediction, the coef ficients of  th e f our



su� bbands at the coarsest scale level of  wavelet pyramid are
scalar qu� antized within each subband independently.  The
rest coefficients are grouped into non-overlapped range
su� btrees.  Meanwhile, th e domain su btree with root at
coarsest � scale level are also constructed to f orm th e
s� earching pool (See Fig. 1).  Owing to the special structure
o� f w avelet subtree, the af fine transformation used for
w" avelet subtree mapping is di fferent f rom t hat of  t he
co� nventional spatial domain fractal coding (refer to [6, 7]
for details).  For a given range subtree, the best-matched
d
�
omain with the minimum distortion ε%  is found after full

search� .  To determine whether such approximation is good
e� nough, the  d istortion ε%  is compared to a predefined
t
�
hreshold T

&
.  If ε%  is below T

&
, in this case, the range sub' tree

can�  be “ fractal quantized” by th e domain subtree within
given d( istortion and further splitting is not needed.  On the
co� ntrary, if  the distortion ε%  ex� ceeds T, th' e range subtree is
further segmented into children subtrees and then coded
separately to reduce the reconstruction error.�

A
)

s the coefficients at coarser scale usually possess more
en� ergy than those at finer scale, the three root nodes are
removed from the tree and then scalar quantized for less
co� ding error.  T he pruned range subtree is split into  f our
qu* adrant children subtrees, with 3 root nodes at next f iner
scale level 2� .  T his adaptive partition process is shown in
Fig
�

. 1 where the shaded square pixels represent one of the
four children subtrees.  To code these children subtrees, the
corres� ponding searching pool i s constructed consisting of
dom
�

ain subtrees with root n odes at scale level 3.  Then,
each�  children subtree is coded as what has been carried on
its p
�

arent.  In the end, every children subtree will find a
dom
�

ain s ubtree which h as t he minimum approximation
distortion
�

.  This variable tree size fractal coding algorithm
can�  be repeatedly applied on th e children subtrees until
e� very range subtree has fo und its b est matched d omain
sub� tree within given d istortion, or the allo wed m inimum
dim
�

ension of range subtree has been reached which means it

can no� t b e f urther split and  will find the best-matched
domain subtree regardless of the distortion.

�

III.   WAVELET SUBTREE BASED
FRACTAL VIDEO CODING

+

Assuming that a video frame is transformed to wavelet
d

�
omain by a 4 stage pyramidal decomposition, the motion

activities at d
 ifferent layers of the wavelet pyramid are
d

�
ifferent but highly co rrelated since they  actually

ch� aracterize the same motion structure.  Thus, the wavelet
coef� ficients at different scales and different frequency bands
also
  can be grouped together to f orm the wavelet subtree
w" hich gives a new way to represent the motion structure.
As the proposed video coding scheme is to exploit the
redu$ ndancy am ong adj acent f rames not the redundancy
w" ithin the frame itself, the range subtrees are formed by the
coef� ficients from the current encoded frame, but the domain
su� btrees are constructed by  th e coef ficients f rom the
prev� ious frame instead of the current frame.  Moreover, the
low

,
est frequency subband is considered in the range and

dom
�

ain subtree construction such that the highest layer of
sub� tree c ontains only single r oot no de w hich has three
c� hildren nodes from the three high frequency subband at the
sam� e scale.  The range and domain subtrees now have the
sam� e total number of tree nodes which is more convenient
for matching comparison.

�

F
�

or better coding performance, not al l range subtrees are
coded w� ith same ef fort, it is becau se that some range
sub� trees m ay have no  m otion info rmation which can be
predi� cted by the corresponding domain subtree with same
sp� atial location in previous frame.  Thus a range subtree is
f

�
irst j udged by a p roper multiresolution motion detection

algorithm as described in the next section.


1.  Multiresolution motion detection (MRMD)
-

The proposed MRMD is based on the mean squared error
(MSE) betw

�
een a ran ge su btree and its corresponding

d
�
omain subtree with same sp atial lo cation in p revious

frame.  If the MSE between them is below a predefined
th

�
reshold, th e ran ge su btree is a non-motion subtree.

Oth
.

erwise, it is a m otion su btree.  T he en coding
requirement for a non-motion range subtree is reduced to
the m

�
inimum that only a terminal f lag is assigned to the

w" hole subtree which is sufficient f or reconstruction when
th

�
e previous f rame is given.  On  the contrary, if  a range

su� btree contains more motion in formation and can not be
sim� ply approximated by its predecessor, an efficient coding
algorithm must be followed.


2.  Variable tree size fractal coding of motion subtrees
T

/
he motion subtree is first segmented into two parts.  The

o� ne part only contains the root node and w ill b e scalar
q* uantized within its own subband; the other part consists of
the rest tree no

�
des which is taken as a new wavelet subtree.

1

2
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2

Fig
3

. 1.  Construction of wavelet subtrees by a four-stage
py4 ramidal w avelet de composition.  T he domain and
range subtree consists of the triangular and square pixels,
respectively.5



A
)

ll the initial domain subtrees in previous frame also minus
t
�
he root n ode to f orm t he corresponding searching pool.

Now
�

 the main task of the proposed fractal motion coder is
to 
�

find the best-matched domain subtree to approximate the
give( n motion subtree through proper affine transformation.
T
/

hen, the matching distortion ε%  is compared to a target
di
�

stortion Ts6 .  If ε%  is not larger than Ts6 , th' e range subtree is

co� ded using “ fractal quantization” and f urther splitting is
not necessary.  On the contrary, if  ε%  exceeds Ts6 ,'  the range

su� btree will be segmented into several parts because the
current error is too large to allow a good approximation.�

Sim
�

ilarly, the three root nodes are removed f rom the tree
an
 d each of them is coded u sing pix el-based scalar
q* uantization within its o wn subband.  T he rest nodes are
sp� lit into four quadrant children subtrees with the root at
next finer scale level 3.  The domain subtrees are
con� structed such th at their root n odes at the same scale
level.  Each child
,

ren subtree is encoded as its parent.  This
ad
 aptive fractal coding for motion subtrees will be repeated
until � every child ren subtree has found its b est matched
dom
�

ain subtree within predefined distortion threshold, or it
has reached the minimum size of range subtree and hence
f
�
urther splitting is no t allo wed.  In this case, the best-

matched domain subtree with minimum distortion is found
even such approximation is poor.�

3.  Overall structure
7

T
/

he proposed new w avelet t ransform based f ractal v ideo
com� pression scheme can  be di vided i nto t wo part s:
intraframe and interframe coding as illustrated in Fig. 2.
T
/

he input sequence is first transformed into wavelet domain
an
 d followed by choice of intra or inter frame coding.  The
f
�
irst frame of video sequence is alw ays en coded in

intraf
�

rame mode by using the variable wavelet subtree size
bas
�

ed fractal coding as described in section II.  T o code the
su� ccessive f rames, the f irst f rame is reconstructed in th e
w" avelet domain by fractal decoding algorithm and then put
in the frame memory as reference.

In our simulation, the remaining frames in the video
s� equence are all coded in interframe mode.  It begins f rom
MRMD, in which all range subtrees of the current frame are
classif� ied into two categories, m otion and  no n-motion
su� btrees.  T he encoding of  n on-motion subtree is very
sim� ple, while the motion subtrees are coded by variable tree
size f� ractal-based coding alg orithm as described above.
B
8

ecause the domain subtrees are extracted from previous
frame (frame memory) not from current frame itself, only
o� ne step fractal decoding is e nough to  o btain the
approx
 imation of original f rame.  T he f rame memory is
refreshed periodically with the newly decoded frame before
codin� g the next f rame.  T he encoding, decoding an d
refreshing process is repeated for each of the left frames.
The original video frame can be obtained from applying
in
�

verse wavelet transform on the coefficients which are put

in the f
�

rame memory.  T he whole video sequence will be
recovered sequentially.

IV.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Com
9

puter simulations are carried ou t on  standard QCIF
image sequences with 176×144 pixels in each frame.  Only
the lum

�
inance p art o f p ixels is co nsidered in the

implementation.  However, it can be easily extended for
color � video sequence.  The two test sequences are “Miss
A

)
merica” and “ Salesman”  w ith 150 frames each.  The

b
�
iorthogonal wavelets with less dissimilar lengths of f ilters

“9-7”, referred as B97, are employed in wavelet transform
[1].  Each video frame is transformed to wavelet domain by
a 4
  scale pyramidal decomposition producing a total of 13
s� ubbands.  I n i ntraframe mode, the minimum size of range
sub� tree is 15 which means only one stage splitting is used.
In

:
 interframe coding mode, the search region is restricted to

-3~+3 in both horizontal and vertical direction to reduce the
en� coding complexity.  T he minimum size of range subtree
is also

�
 1 5, thus 3 stage splitting f or a m otion subtree is

em� ployed.  A t th e end of  the video encoder, adaptive
arithm
 etic coding is ap plied to  generate the o utput b it
stream�  as the coding results.  T he most commonly used
measure PSNR is given as an indication of the image
q* uality o f reconstructed f rame.  It is d efined as PSNR =
10log10(255

� 2
;
/MSE), w

<
here the MSE is th e mean squared

error between the original and decoded frame.�

T
/

he proposed video codec has obt ained t he bi t-rates of
0.056bpp an

=
d 0.110bpp with the averaged PSNR 33.51dB

an
 d 31.14dB f or th e test sequence “ Miss America” and
“Salesman” , respectively.  In general, the “Salesman”  has
more motion activities than the “Miss America” and the
back

�
ground of the former is more complicated than that of

th
�

e later.  These are the reasons that “Miss America” has
more averaged non-motion subtrees and hence obtain a
h

!
igher compression ratio than the “Salesman” .  The PSNR

for each reconstructed frame is shown in Fig. 3.  We can see
th

�
at the PSNR of  th e tw o test sequences are relatively

co� nstant due to less propagation error incurred in the coding
sc� heme.  T wo r econstructed fr ames fr om d ifferent vid eo
sequ� ence are shown in Fig. 4.  A s it m ay be seen, n o
bl

�
ocking effects can be observed which is a big problem of

bl
�

ock-based fractal video coding scheme.  However, we can
detect som

�
e artif acts and sm earing ef fects due to th e

quantization error.*

V. 
>

CONCLUSIONS

A
)

 new wavelet t ransform based f ractal v ideo compression
s� cheme is proposed in this paper.  It exploits the correlation
b

�
etween wavelet subtrees not only within the video frames

bu
�

t also among th e adjacent f rames.  On e of  the most
ad
 vantages using wavelet subtree representation of motion
structure � is that it can describe large object motion activities



in
�

stead of piecewise motion activ ities [2].  Therefore, it
requires fewer computation since separate parts of wavelet
sub� tree are processed together if their own motion activities
co� incide with the global motion information.  T his is also
th
�

e reason that it can obtain lower bit-rates because separate
pieces � of a wavelet subtree are now coded as a w hole.
Moreov
?

er, because th e block ing artif acts are redu ced
signif� icantly, the visual quality of the reconstructed f rames
is better as com
�

pared to those using fractal video coding in
spatial domain.�
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